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Radical though it may have been, the Revolution made far fewer changes than is generally supposed.¹

De Toqueville's study of France at the end of the eighteenth century continues to provide us with a thoughtful reminder of the large degree of continuity that existed between the ancien régime and the revolutionary state despite their apparent differences. Indeed, the French Revolution represented both continuity with and rejection of the past, an inherently paradoxical position. Although the rhetoric and policies of revolutionaries often reflected the desire to distinguish themselves from their ancien régime counterparts, many of the political achievements of the Revolution completed or clarified developments already begun under the monarchy. Ultimately, the contradictory nature of revolutionary ideology infected all of French society and became characteristic of revolutionary culture in general.

The tension between revolutionary continuity and change was nowhere more evident than in the musico-dramatic culture of the late eighteenth century. Opera, in particular, embodied the conflicting ideological forces at work within the Revolution. Throughout the 1790s composers and librettists received critical encouragement to transform this genre into a rhetorical tool of the revolutionary state. This article examines the elements of tradition and innovation that consti-
tuted revolutionary operatic aesthetics and explores three areas in which they feature prominently. First I briefly review the relationship between revolutionary government and theatrical enterprises. This section is followed by a consideration of the role of music within revolutionary aesthetics and a summarization of the attitude of revolutionary critics toward music and its rhetorical power. In conclusion, I analyze an engraving from the title page of an operatic score that depicts the conflicting elements that constituted musico-dramatic aesthetics during the Revolution.

Revolution and Theatrical Liberty

Throughout the Revolution one aspect of theatrical representation was never questioned by the government, critics, or entrepreneurs, namely, theater's educational function. The concept of theater as a means of instructing the public, of course, had its roots deeply imbedded in the ancien régime. The revolutionaries, however, substantially altered the content of that education by substituting revolutionary values for the norms of the monarchy. In this way, they hoped to rejuvenate the old notion of theater as a pedagogical tool and to make it serve a politically progressive agenda. Curiously, despite its identification of theatrical representation with political rhetoric and power, the revolutionary government renounced, at least initially, any supervisory role over the administrative operations of theaters. In order to understand this contradictory position it is first necessary to discuss theatrical organization during the ancien régime.

Prior to the Revolution, the monarchy had maintained control over Parisian theaters through an elaborate system of patronage that limited the number of spectacles and the genres that could be performed at each establishment. The officially sanctioned theaters (Académie de Musique or Opéra, Comédie Française, and Comédie Italienne) jealously guarded their elite status and required other, unofficial theaters to pay them for the right to mount vaudevilles, farces, and plays. The privileged theaters carefully monitored the repertoire of their competitors and used their ties to the crown to keep these rival establishments in check. In this way the state indirectly regulated dramatic performances through privileged theaters, which eagerly and effectively policed all subordinate establishments.

With the weakening of the monarchy, however, the system of privilege fell into political disrepute. In 1790 and 1791, a coalition of playwrights and composers challenged the monopolies granted to the Opéra, Comédie Française, and Comédie Italienne and argued that revolutionary France should no longer tolerate an antiquated system based on royal patronage. As a result of this and other lobbying efforts, the National Assembly passed a law on 13 January 1791 that transformed the theatrical culture of France. The law allowed any individual with sufficient means to open a theater and to perform works of any genre.
This same legislation abolished censorship, thereby liberating theaters from any
direct governmental supervision. In short, this law treated theatrical enterprises
like any other entrepreneurial endeavor and permitted theater directors complete
freedom in choosing and managing their repertoires. Thus, the government will-
ingly relinquished control over theaters in an attempt to rid the French stage of
the taint of privilege; it refrained from instituting political restraints to control
theatrical enterprises owing to the association of such limitations with presumed
monarchical abuses.

The laissez-faire economic policy toward entrepreneurs combined with
high expectations for some form of cultural renewal through drama made the-
aters a constant source of political anxiety for the government over the course of
the next decade. Although public officials believed that dramas contributed fund-
damentally to the sociopolitical outlook of their audiences, the control of dra-
matic ideas and images proved difficult, if not impossible, in the absence of cen-
sorship and bureaucratic oversight of the theaters, measures abhorrent to princi-
pled revolutionaries. The government of the Terror, however, gradually began
to erode the independence guaranteed to theatrical administrations and instituted
new mechanisms of state control. This process accelerated during the
Thermidorian Reaction and the Directory in response to the political upheaval
generated by the Terror’s collapse. It continued until Napoleon established strict
regulations that limited the number of theatrical enterprises and defined each the-
ater’s artistic genre precisely. Napoleonic censors, ultimately, managed a more
rigidly organized theatrical world than had any of their royal counterparts. Ironi-
ically, the 1791 legislation had merely prepared the way for the institution of
a more stringent and effective set of theatrical regulations than the monarchy had
designed.

The relaxation of state controls over theaters in 1791, however, was not
an aberration in the history of French theatrical history. The freedom offered to
entrepreneurs and the debate that accompanied that declaration of freedom rep-
resented the process by which revolutionaries were able to strip all stain of royal
privilege from the mechanisms of censorship. In this sense the reimposition of
state authority over theaters did not dilute the liberty of the theaters because the
arbitrary system of privilege had been struck down. After 1791 the state reestab-
lished its control, no longer in the name of the king, but now in the best interests
of the commonweal.

The Problem of Musical Meaning

During the Thermidorian Reaction and the first years of the Directory,
theaters became the site of angry and often violent displays of anti-revolutionary
fervor. Politically motivated audiences transformed the city’s auditoriums into
forums for ideological debate that demanded a governmental response. In what became known as the guerre des chansons, many of these acts of cultural contestation involved ideological interpretations of music and the politically charged reception of musical performances.

The Revolution witnessed the production of an enormous number of popular songs, and some of them, such as “La Carmagnole” and the “Marseillaise,” were closely associated with the Terror. As an act of musical opposition, conservatives adopted “Réveil du peuple” as their own anthem. The lyrics of this song aimed at inflaming the passions of its listeners and unifying them against Jacobins, who were described in the second verse as “those drinkers of human blood.” Throughout the spring of 1795, conservative audiences at several Parisian theaters demanded that the pit orchestras play the melody of “Réveil du peuple” or that one of the soloists sing it on stage. Meanwhile republican factions within the audience insisted just as vehemently that the “Marseillaise” be performed. The situation became violent on a number of occasions thereby forcing the government to intervene and to ban “Réveil du peuple.”

In its denunciation of “Réveil du peuple,” the Directory implicitly acknowledged the ability of music to function politically, in this instance, to convey a specific, counterrevolutionary message. The prominent politician Jean-Baptiste Leclerc concurred with the government’s estimation of the rhetorical power of music, and he forcefully advanced the cause of state censorship of music and musical performance. Leclerc, who was a member of the legislative Council of Five Hundred, based his aesthetic outlook on the relationship of the political sphere to the world of music:

La musique perfectionna, ou corrompit les nations, selon que les gouvernans se proposèrent leur liberté ou leur asservissement. Sous le règne des tyrans, elle énerva et fit des esclaves; sous l’empire des moeurs, elle trempa l’âme et fortifia l’amour des vertus et de la patrie. (7)

This essay presented the history of music as a history of the political use and abuse of music. The enormous emotional power that Leclerc attributed to music provided any government that intelligently manipulated the rhetorical force of musical performance with invaluable influence over listeners. Most governments, in Leclerc’s opinion, used music in order to amuse their subjects and thereby distract them from seeking political power. What had freed France from the servile mentality that afflicted the subjects of other European states, he proposed, was the introduction and enthusiastic reception of Gluck’s operas at the end of the eighteenth century:

Ce n’est point une erreur de dire que la révolution opérée par Gluck dans la musique aurait dû faire trembler le gouverne-
ment: ses accords vigoureux réveillèrent la générosité française; l’âmes se retrempèrent, et firent voir une énergie que éclata bientôt après: le trone fut ébraulé." (10)13

Leclerc theorized a surprisingly direct connection between music and the political sphere; he argued that a musical event, Gluck’s operatic debut in Paris, triggered the events of 1789. Although Leclerc did not claim that music itself caused the Revolution, his essay described music, potentially, as an agent of political power. To realize revolutionary political change, he asserted, the force inherent within music had to be controlled by the revolutionaries.

Music, in Leclerc’s view, did not merely reflect the spirit of the day, but rather it informed that spirit. Musical styles and forms influenced the political disposition of listeners. Therefore, all successful political ideologies entailed a coherent system of aesthetics; revolutionary music would therefore create revolutionary audiences. In contrast, if the state ignored the necessity of this aesthetic support, music and other arts could develop in a manner that would be detrimental to the future of the young Republic.14

The creation of a revolutionary aesthetics of music, however, was not a simple matter. While playwrights and librettists found a wealth of topics appropriate to the creation of a revolutionary drama, composers confronted a more formidable task. Unlike plays and librettos, which could be easily designed to incorporate favorable references to the Revolution, music posed a problem for revolutionaries who were eager to convey unambiguous messages to the public. They respected music’s influence over the emotional response of an audience and wanted to command that power to their own end. The difficulty they faced, however, was the mutability of musical meaning. The linguistic model of music that Rousseau had outlined earlier in the century persisted, but it had become increasingly clear that musical language lacked semantic stability.15

Theater critics attempted to fix musical expression by harnessing music’s rhetorical force to politically unambiguous texts. For that reason, these same critics placed the highest value on vocal music. Moreover, they insisted on maintaining the integrity of this musico-textual bond by denigrating pastiches and the practice of retexting popular melodies.16 The text of a song, therefore, imparted the desired, patriotic sense while the music moved the audience and produced a suitable emotional response. In this way, the French aesthetic tradition that privileged text over music was maintained albeit in support of new revolutionary meaning.17

The privileging of text in opera by revolutionaries, however, differed from the preference for text exhibited by critics during the ancien régime. Whereas the aesthetic position of music earlier in the eighteenth century had centered around questions of imitation and expressivity, the revolutionary critics focused more closely on the response of listeners to musical stimulus.18 By iso-
lating the effect of specific musical parameters on an audience, they intended to fix musical meaning and avoid miscommunication through music.\textsuperscript{19}

This fascination with the problem of musical meaning provoked a number of attempts to identify the specific emotional responses that different musical parameters generated. One of the more unusual attempts to analyze music reception occurred on 29 May 1798 when a small group of musicians performed a concert in the Jardin des Plantes in Paris.\textsuperscript{20} The performance of music at a park was not in itself an unusual event. Pleasure gardens such as the Tivoli and the Jardin Marboeuf frequently offered musical concerts for the general public.\textsuperscript{21} Parisians who relaxed in the botanical garden that day, however, remained unaware of this performance. Scientists from the neighboring Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle had arranged this concert for a select audience of two, Hans and Marguerite, a pair of Indian elephants living in the Jardin’s recently established menagerie.\textsuperscript{22}

The museum naturalists carefully monitored the elephants’ reactions to the musical program, detailing each response in order to measure exactly the power of music over these animals. As an indication of the serious nature of their endeavor, the organizers employed some of the finest performers in Paris for the concert. Indeed, almost all the performers held a position either with the Opéra or with the recently established Conservatoire National de Musique.\textsuperscript{23} The expertise of these musicians assured Hans and Marguerite of an entertainment with an unusually high level of performance.

The first printed reports of this concert were written by Georges Toscan, the librarian of the Muséum National d’Histoire Naturelle, and appeared in the \textit{Décade philosophique, littéraire et politique}, a journal that appealed to a general readership with wide-ranging interests in the arts and sciences.\textsuperscript{24} In these articles Toscan not only recorded the details of the concert, but he also revealed the cultural assumptions that informed the performance. He and fellow naturalists from the museum, who managed both the Jardin and its menagerie, showed a tendency to anthropomorphize the animals in their charge. They interpreted the reactions of animals to music and other stimuli in terms of human emotion.\textsuperscript{25} They believed that the results of this musical experiment with elephants would offer insight into the human response to music as well. The reaction of the elephants, in their estimation, would differ in degree and subtlety but not in kind from that of men and women. In addition to the presumed equivalence of human emotions and those of animals, the scientists also assumed that music in and of itself would produce a measurable influence on the emotions of animals. By using elephants as the subjects of the experiment, the scientists intended to study the effect of music, free from any textual meaning. Although vocal music was performed for the elephants, Toscan clearly did not expect the animals to understand the text. On the contrary, the music’s meaning was conveyed to the ele-
phants through melody, harmony, rhythm, color, and other purely musical elements. The organizers consciously intended to strip away the semantic content from songs in order to reveal the expressive significance of the accompanying music.26

According to Toscan, the elephants lacked the intellectual power to resist the emotional dictates of the music. Therefore he was not surprised that the two animals marched in time to dance music composed by Gluck or that the female was passionately aroused by the strains of “O ma tendre musette.”27 The concert unequivocally demonstrated to Toscan and his fellow scientists that music possessed the power to address the emotional faculties without intellectual mediation. The political importance of this interpretation of the animals’ response was not lost on Toscan and his fellow naturalists. In his article describing the concert Toscan characterized music as an instrument of which “les hommes s’en sont servis [...] pour civiliser eux-mêmes et régler leurs propres moeurs” (323). In this context the concert for the elephants represented an attempt to determine the strength of this musical force and to measure its effects systematically. Toscan expected that his observations of the concert would advance scientific understanding of music’s power and possibly suggest the means to control it. In this way, the naturalists from the Museum supported the efforts of composers to manipulate public opinion through music and to develop an appropriately revolutionary culture.28

In the opinion of the organizers of the concert, music possessed an independent power that directly influenced animal passions. As we have seen, this assumption formed a basic premise of the experiment.29 Composers and performers, they thought, could channel this influence and control its application, but the music itself enjoyed an independent existence that knew no barriers, apparently not even species-related barriers. Invoking their scientific findings, the naturalists bestowed a universality on music that enabled Toscan to make his observations and to interpret the concert as if the performance was merely the vehicle for some immutable substance that affected all animals alike.30 Consequently, the effort to demonstrate musical power helped to free music from its traditional, subservient position with respect to text.

The experiment, which may seem hopelessly naive by our standards, illustrates the belief of the concert organizers in music’s ability to convey meaning independently of text. These naturalists did not expect the elephants to comprehend the texts of the songs that were sung to them, but they did expect Hans and Marguerite to understand the meaning of the music. The experiment convinced them that music possessed the power to influence animal passions independently of verbal communication.

The experiment helped to heighten the impression of music’s command over human emotions by suggesting that music itself was completely free from
any and all cultural constraint. The political ramifications of this aesthetic position were far reaching. By recognizing music as a powerful force over human emotion, the organizers of the concert for the elephants implicitly agreed with Leclerc, who had argued that the music could be used to sway audiences in a politically expedient manner if proper controls over the music were established. As a result, it is not surprising that revolutionary critics concerned themselves with containing music and its power.

Classical Borders and Revolutionary Content

A curious engraving from the early 1790s reflects the political concern over containing the rhetorical force of music. The engraving embodies the tension between continuity and change that constituted revolutionary aesthetics. The image in question comes from the title page to the Nadermann edition of the full score to Le Sueur’s La Caverne [See Illustration]. This opera premiered on 16 February 1793, shortly after the execution of Louis XVI but prior to the declaration of the Terror. The opera was a major financial and critical success, and it continued to be performed throughout the 1790s.

The illustration is exceptional for a number of reasons. Few operatic scores published during the 1790s include such detailed engravings on their title pages. The engraving depicts a scene from La Caverne, highlighting one of the most celebrated features of the opera’s mise en scène, its split stage. At performances of La Caverne the audience watched the opera unfold on a horizontally divided field of action. Events occurred simultaneously in the cave below and on the forest floor above. What is most fascinating about this engraving, however, is not the depiction of this uncommon mise en scène but rather the combination of a naturalistic scene with the geometrically balanced, neo-classical border that envelops it.

The border’s design suggests a proscenium, giving one the impression of viewing the scene from the parterre of a theater. The artist used the simple effect of linear perspective to extend the border toward the viewer, an effect which appears to place the forest/cave in a recess. The perception of depth transforms the border into a physical barrier that separates the scene within it from the person looking at the engraving. In this way the border simulates the function of a proscenium, which distinguishes an auditorium and audience from a stage and performers. The border itself deserves detailed description since it freely mixes the symbols of some vaguely antique past with easily identifiable images of the Revolution.

The left and right sides of the border are created by pairs of Corinthian columns placed on top of piers that lend the border architectural weight. Between each pair of columns various instruments are depicted: a natural horn, a harp, an aulos, and other less easily identifiable instruments. Also pictured
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between the pairs of columns are two women covered in classical drapery. The one on the left strikes what appears to be a tambourine or a type of shallow drum, while the other plucks a lyre. The artist clearly intended the figures to suggest two of the Greek Muses. Eighteenth-century critics often referred to Euterpe, Melpomene, and Thalia in their reviews of opera, and the engraving reflects this practice of invoking classical imagery in connection with lyric theater. The reference to Greek mythology not only reinforces the border's neo-classical style but also emphasizes the connection of this border to a theatrical space.

Across the top of the border are more musical instruments as well as two swans, in the extreme right and left hand corners. The entire order is topped by further architectural details abounding with classical associations. By way of contrast, in the lower portion of the border, immediately above the title of the work, is a Phrygian cap encircled with a wreath of laurel leaves. The Phrygian cap, albeit a symbol with a classical past, had become a totem of liberty during the Revolution and bestows revolutionary legitimacy upon the entire border. As a whole this combination of details offers a visual representation of classically sanctioned revolutionary order and organization.

The border contrasts starkly with the image presented within it. The scene depicted is of a dark, mysterious, Gothic setting. Above we see a forest in which some soldiers wander amid brush and fallen branches, presumably looking for an entrance to the subterranean hideout of the bandits. Beneath them is the cave in which the bandits have concealed themselves. The light of a single lamp suspended from the ceiling penetrates the murky darkness. Amid the shadows we observe a group of armed men skirmishing while some wounded men lie on the cave floor in the foreground. The image accurately depicts the dramatic action at the end of the third act of La Caverne when the bandits are discovered in their cave and finally are defeated.

The engraving reflects the preference for more naturalistic stagings that many operas exhibited during the 1790s. This emphasis on naturalism had the effect of distancing the audience further from the staged event. The use of realistic set designs made the audience’s suspension of disbelief easier and helped to distinguish the drama unfolding on stage from the auditorium. Such stagings realized the demands of critics for maintaining the dramatic integrity of an opera throughout the entire performance. The separation of stage and audience therefore forced the audience to observe without any interruption of, or interaction with, the singers or the actors that might disrupt the performance. Theatrical illusion, therefore, was a commodity that not only heightened the pleasure of the audience but also kept the audience passively engrossed in the work they watched. In short, it helped to contain and direct audience response to the works performed.

The border, like a proscenium, encompasses the violence that we see
unfolding on the stage and distances the viewer from it. The turbulence we observe within the cave is contained between solid classical architecture that is supported by a cultural tradition as venerable as that of the ancients. There is no danger of the stage action spilling beyond this clearly delineated boundary.

The contrast between the two parts of the engraving generates a visual tension that parallels the contradictions inherent in revolutionary aesthetics. As I have discussed above, most critics in the 1790s believed music possessed enormous emotional power. Music, they thought, appealed directly to the listener’s passions. The traditional forms and genres in conjunction with a suitable text channeled this musical power in an appropriate and predictable fashion; the libretto acted as a border that kept the rhetorically persuasive power of music under control.

* * * * *

In conclusion, the revolutionaries retained the essential aesthetic values of the ancien régime but reinterpreted this cultural legacy in accordance with their political goals. Consequently, the critical interest in preserving the traditions and institutions of the French theatrical and musical past involved an aesthetic shift that represented a break with the ancien régime. In this regard, the critical emphasis on the protection of specifically French artistic values that was widespread during the 1790s did not necessarily reflect a politically conservative outlook. On the contrary, one of the curious features of the Revolution was the ultimate separation of France’s cultural legacy, particularly its literary and musical traditions, from direct association with the monarchy and the society of the ancien régime. Thus the government could invoke the literary, artistic, and musical traditions of the past without compromising its revolutionary ideals. Indeed, the emphasis on an aesthetic continuity actually benefited the revolutionary project; appeals to this tradition created a common national heritage that the state used to unify its citizens under a new political order.

Traditional aesthetic values also served the important purpose of prescribing forms and genres in such a manner that their content and meaning could be more easily controlled. Critics, for example, recognized the expressive power of music during the 1790s but persisted in privileging text in their analyses. The power of music to express was thereby restricted by a text which had explicit and therefore less ambiguous meaning. The potential of instrumental music to express meaning independent of a text—although implicitly acknowledged by critics and demonstrated by the experiment that Toscan recorded—received no encouragement since such meaning would remain inexact and indeterminate. The concern for specificity and the need to avoid ambiguity in any aesthetic enterprise led critics to advocate more traditional and convention-bound compositional approaches. Oftentimes, critics all but ignored the increased popular interest in purely instrumental music and indications that instrumental genres represented an equally valuable avenue of expression. Music, in the eyes of
revolutionary critics, needed to be contained. To achieve this end, they resorted to aesthetic tradition, secured musical meaning with text, and restrained the emotional force of music within balanced formal boundaries.
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29 This premise had its basis in Michel-Paul-Gui de Chabanon, *De la musique considérée en elle-même et dans ses rapports avec la parole, les langues, la poésie et le théâtre* (Paris: Pissot, 1785; reprint, Geneva: Slatkine, 1969) 62-68. The organizers of the concert were aware of Chabanon’s writings. See *Décade philosophique, littéraire et politique* 30 thermidor VI (17 August 1798) 326.
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31 Divided stages had been used prior to La Caverne, but the separation had always been a wall or fence that split the scene vertically. For example, see the review of Beffroy de Reigny’s Le club des bonnes gens in *Journal de Paris* 26 September 1791, 1098.
Euterpe, Melpomene, and Thalia are the Muses of music and lyric poetry, tragedy, and comedy respectively.


Concern for sustaining theatrical illusion led theater critics to complain about female chorus members who socialized with members of audience during the intermissions. The sight of performers outside of the proscenium destroyed the audiences ability to suspend their disbelief and diminished the work’s dramatic integrity. See *Magasin encyclopédique* 12 (1797): 418-19. See also Jean-Baptiste Pujoulx, *Paris à la fin du XVIIIe siècle* (Paris: Mathé, 1801) chapter 13; and Aubin-Louis Millin, *Observations sur le costume théâtral* (N.p., n.d.)

One reviewer directly applied this architectural metaphor to La Caverne. He compared the overture of Le Sueur’s opera to a peristyle through which the listener passes as he enters the opera: "cette ouverture est le pérístyle par lequel on passe pour entrer dans l’édifice." *Journal des spectacles* 26 frimaire II (16 December 1793) 1325-29.


